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IS THE NFL PLAYING DIRTY WITH SUPER BOWL CLEAN ZONES?:
WILL THE NOERR-PENNINGTON DOCTRINE BE SUCCESSFULLY APPLIED BY THE NFL IN WILLIAMS V. CITY OF ARLINGTON AND FUTURE CASES INVOLVING THE SUPER BOWL CLEAN ZONE ORDINANCE

ANDREW SACHS

INTRODUCTION

The National Football League (NFL) is the foremost professional football league in the world.¹ Each year, tens of millions of people watch the league’s championship game, the Super Bowl. The 2012 Super Bowl between the New York Giants and the New England Patriots was the most-watched show in U.S. television history, having an estimated average audience of 111.3 million viewers according to The Nielsen Company.² Official sponsors of the NFL include marketing powerhouses such as Bud Light, Verizon and Visa.³ These companies pay a hefty price for this sponsorship and apparently the NFL will go to great lengths to preserve the value in them.

Official sponsorships are a source of big money for the league. Anheuser-Busch was able to out bid MillerCoors in 2010 so that its flagship brand Bud Light would be the official beer sponsor of the NFL.⁴ This sponsorship reportedly costs the brewer almost $1.2 billion over six years, which just recently began in 2011.⁵ Companies that are not fortunate enough to strike a deal to be an official NFL sponsor are left looking for other ways to associate themselves with the NFL which may include $3.5 million for an average commercial aired during the Super Bowl.⁶ This marketing association is so valuable and sought after because the league is the premier channel for companies that target men.⁷

This paper will examine how the NFL protects its valuable official sponsors from ambush marketing tactics during the Super Bowl.⁸ The NFL is typically contractually obligated to
protect official sponsors against ambush marketing and some sponsors even negotiate provisions that reduce the sponsorship fees if the sponsorship rights are devalued.  

To preserve the value of its official sponsorships, the NFL has taken steps to limit marketing activity by companies that are not official sponsors at recent Super Bowl locations. Prior to selecting a venue for each Super Bowl the league sends out bid packages to potential host cities. In the bid package the NFL requires host cities to enact an ordinance prohibiting “temporary signs, inflatables and buildings wrapped with advertising banners” around the game site during Super Bowl week. Such clean zone ordinances are ultimately enacted by the host city to protect the league and the Super Bowl against ambush marketing.

This paper will explore the NFL’s current and potential exposure to lawsuits that arise out of the clean zone ordinances. It will begin by defining ambush marketing and what clean zones are and their history as related to the Super Bowl. Part II will discuss a trial case in which the NFL is currently being challenged over the legality of the clean zone in Arlington, Texas during Super Bowl XLV in 2011. Part III will review the Noerr-Pennington doctrine, which the NFL is using as a defense in the Arlington case and believes, exempts them from liability relating to the legislature’s ordinance creation and enactment. Finally, Part IV will analyze the applicability of the Noerr-Pennington doctrine to the current test case.

I. AMBUSH MARKETING, CLEAN ZONES, AND THE SUPER BOWL

Ambush marketing is a strategy that advertisers use to associate themselves with an event without paying any official sponsorship fees. Four of the most prevalent forms of ambush marketing techniques are:

“(1) purchasing advertising time around an event in order to associate a nonsponsoring company as a sponsor of the event; (2) negotiating with individual players or teams, who are participating in a larger sponsored event or league, to have them endorse a nonsponsoring company; (3) using event tickets in a promotional contest to tie a
nonsponsoring company to that event; and (4) [aggressive] marketing [by] a nonsponsoring company around the location of an event.\textsuperscript{13}

Ambush marketing is designed for a company to capitalize on the goodwill, reputation, and popularity of an event without the authorization of the organizer.\textsuperscript{14}

Ambush marketing traditionally has two victims – the sponsored sports organizations and their affluent corporate sponsors.\textsuperscript{15} Event organizers like the NFL believe the practice of ambush marketing is morally wrong and should be considered unfair competition.\textsuperscript{16} However, some ambush marketers believe it is "ethically and legally correct since official sponsors only buy the official association with a particular event such as the Olympics or World Cup rather than the entire thematic space surrounding the event."\textsuperscript{17} This can be simplified by stating that “one cannot sell what one does not own, and no sport organization owns the entire concept of or aura surrounding a sport such as … football … .”\textsuperscript{18}

The majority of ambush marketers avoid using trademarks,\textsuperscript{19} which removes the possibility of infringement litigation under the Lanham Act that is likely the most effective remedy to this problem.\textsuperscript{20} With the possibility of trademark infringement litigation removed, the victims are left with only two viable litigation options. The remaining options are (i) claiming unfair competition under the Lanham Act, or (ii) claiming unfair competition under common law.\textsuperscript{21}

Clean zone ordinances are not new and are not limited to the NFL’s Super Bowl. These ordinances have been adopted at other major worldwide sporting events including NCAA tournament games, the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City,\textsuperscript{22} the NBA All-Star Week,\textsuperscript{23} and FIFA’s World Cup.\textsuperscript{24} Indianapolis’ recently enacted ordinance did not only govern the Super Bowl but it covers all large sporting events in the city going forward including the Big Ten Football Championship held on December 3, 2011.\textsuperscript{25} A clean zone has even been proposed for
the 2012 Republican National Convention in Tampa, modeled off of the one they created when they hosted the 2009 Super Bowl.\textsuperscript{26}

Local clean zone ordinances allow the NFL to control who can advertise and how they can advertise in and around the city during Super Bowl week. The ordinances have essentially given the league ownership of the concept and aura that surrounds the sport in the immediate vicinity of the venue. It is a small price to pay for the host city because the NFL estimates that the Super Bowl generates an average of $400 million in economic benefit for the region and results in worldwide media exposure.\textsuperscript{27}

The most recent clean zone ordinance for Super Bowl XLVI enacted by the City of Indianapolis defines a clean zone as:

Clean zone means a geographically defined area within a special event zone during a civic sponsored special event that no temporary advertising, signage, or structures shall be erected or transient merchant, vendor, or otherwise licensed activity may take place without the person or entity performing such activity first having received approval from the event sponsor and a limited duration license from the bureau of license and permit services.\textsuperscript{28}

The NFL is forthright with their clean zone requirement to prevent ambush marketing. The league requires potential host committees to work with the local government to pass the ordinance in the bid request package sent to all cities interested in hosting the Super Bowl.\textsuperscript{29} The clean zones are required to include one-mile radius around the stadium as well as at local airports, within six blocks of the NFL headquarters hotel, and around the NFL Experience location.\textsuperscript{30}

Clean zone ordinances must include the following provisions:

1. Temporary Structures – A prohibition against temporary structures, including but not limited to temporary retail locations not approved in writing by the NFL.
2. Temporary Sales Permits—No temporary sales permits may be granted within the Clean Zone during Super Bowl week
3. Temporary signage - A prohibition against temporary signage or banners, video screens, electronic message boards, or nighttime projections of commercial messages during Super Bowl week.
4. Inflatables - A prohibition against the installation or display of inflatables.
5. Building Wraps - A prohibition against existing buildings temporarily wrapped with advertising banners or signage (except for event-related signage approved by the NFL).
6. Preventive Fund - If such prohibitions cannot be obtained, the Host Committee must provide a fund of one million dollars ($1,000,000) for the NFL to use to prevent Ambush Marketing.\(^31\)

The bid package is the start of building a contractual relationship between the NFL and the host committee.\(^32\) The NFL and the host committee have no direct way to force the local government to enact the required clean zone ordinance other than through traditional lobbying channels.\(^33\) The sixth required provision does provide the NFL with some additional leverage over the host city to pass the ordinance. It outlines a one million dollar penalty from the host committee if the clean zone is not established.\(^34\)

The NFL informs local government officials that problems have occurred in Super Bowl host cities that did not have clean zone ordinances in place ranging from traffic issues to national security concerns at the high profile event.\(^35\) The league apprised one of the host cities of the 2011 Super Bowl about experiences in other cities where failure to regulate temporary structures, outdoor sale/distribution of merchandise and temporary outdoor advertising displays visible from public streets or sidewalk in the vicinity of Super Bowl related events resulted in pedestrian and vehicular traffic issues that caused traffic and pedestrian safety problems, obscured lines of sight and affected public safety operations.\(^36\)

Some cities recently used this information to claim they had a legitimate governmental interest to enact the ordinance in order to protect the safety of drivers and pedestrians in the immediate vicinity of Super Bowl activities.\(^37\) Some analysts even believe that “everything changed on
September 11” and the clean zone restriction on commerce “is the necessary response to protecting our freedom.”

The sizes of the clean zones have varied significantly over the years. Detroit, Michigan instituted a 300-mile clean zone for Super Bowl XL in 2006, while Arlington, Texas and Indianapolis, Indiana both adopted one mile clean zone ordinances for Super Bowl XLV and XLVI respectively.

II. WILLIAMS V. CITY OF ARLINGTON

During Super Bowl XLV hosted at Cowboys Stadium in the City of Arlington, Texas, Eric Williams organized an anti-bullying campaign sponsored by Best Buy. Williams created after-school programs for at risk youth, which teaches students to produce music videos and short films. Williams also runs safe-driving and anti-bullying campaigns with the aid of corporate sponsors. His event with Best Buy was intended to raise awareness for his anti-bullying campaign and be a fundraiser for his after school programs that were struggling due to state budget cuts. Williams was charging the participants in a John Madden video game tournament that would take place in a bus parked in Best Buy’s parking lot near Cowboys Stadium during the Super Bowl.

On February 6, 2011, Super Bowl Sunday morning, an Arlington code compliance officer approached Williams at the event and told him to move the bus immediately because he did not have a permit to be there. Williams called the property manager and his Best Buy contact to tell them what was happening and asked them to come talk to the officer. When they arrived at the bus they promptly informed the code officer that they granted their permission for the event to take place there. With this new knowledge, the officer still told Williams he must leave and gave him an hour and a half to leave before issuing a ticket. The code officer returned
approximately and hour and a half later and issued Williams a ticket because he had not moved the bus as requested. After issuing the ticket, the officer gave him an additional 30 minutes to leave. Best Buy and the property management company were not cited for violating the clean zone ordinance.

The code compliance officer returned to the site about thirty minutes later and informed Williams that he had been instructed by the NFL to have the bus moved out of the clean zone. The officer returned to his vehicle and made a phone call and about fifteen minutes later two police cars arrived at the location. The police officers told Williams that if he failed to comply with the code officer’s instructions and move the bus, he would be arrested and the bus would be towed at his expense. Williams was allowed to wait for the bus driver to arrive and left the property about twenty to thirty minutes later.

Williams pleaded not guilty in his criminal case. At a bench trial held in September 2011, the court found him guilty of ambush marketing. The judge utilized the strict interpretation standard of the clean zone ordinance in finding him guilty of the crime of ambush marketing.

Williams is claiming that the ambush marketing ordinance in the City of Arlington of his first amendment rights to free speech and association. He claims that he was criminally charged for merely engaging in political and commercial protected speech under the ambush marketing ordinance passed “pursuant to contractual obligations it owed the NFL.” He further claims that the NFL and the City of Arlington were pervasively entwined in protecting the official sponsors of the Super Bowl and the passage and enforcement pursuant to this relationship violated his constitutional rights.

Anyone not obtaining sponsorship rights from the NFL was subject to the regulation while official sponsors were exempt from it. Therefore, Williams claims that the ordinance
violates the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. He claims that he was discriminated against by the police and code compliance officers in their selective enforcement of the ordinance, under NFL direction, based on his inability to become an official Super Bowl sponsor.\textsuperscript{65}

The NFL believes that Williams’ “claims are barred by the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine which protects private entities from liability based on their efforts to influence the passage or enforcement of laws, even if the laws they advocate for are for their own commercial benefit.”\textsuperscript{66} Williams believes that the NFL cannot assert the Noerr-Pennington defense.\textsuperscript{67} It claims that the doctrine should not be extended to protect “commercial activity with at political impact,” as the NFL is seeking here, from its intended protection of “political activity with a commercial impact.”\textsuperscript{68}

This case is currently before Judge Terry R. Means, United States District Judge for the Northern District of Texas, Fort Worth Division,\textsuperscript{69} and is scheduled to go to trial no sooner then August 27, 2012.\textsuperscript{70} In December 2011, the parties participated in mandated alternative dispute resolution mediation but were unable to reach a settlement at that time.\textsuperscript{71} The parties are currently believed to be conducting discovery,\textsuperscript{72} heading into “a trial [that] could provide a landmark test case on the legality of clean zone ordinances.”\textsuperscript{73}

\textbf{III. \textsc{Antitrust Law and the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine}}

Antitrust law protects and promotes consumer welfare by preventing collaborative or unilateral private conduct that impedes competition.\textsuperscript{74} Free and fair competition will ultimately result in lower prices and better goods and services.\textsuperscript{75} Ultimately, the courts must balance the value of free competition with other paramount values, even if competition would be hindered. The Supreme Court had to balance fundamental first amendment rights and limit the
enforcement of antitrust laws against actors that urge government action in a line of cases that has established the Noerr-Pennington doctrine. 76

The Noerr-Pennington doctrine allows people and businesses to petition their government for laws without being exposed to future liability as a result of their petitioning. 77 If someone believed that they would later get sued for trying to get a law passed, they probably would not get involved, directly stifling first amendment rights and basic democratic principles. 78 This doctrine affords, those urging a valid governmental action which results in restraint upon trade, absolute immunity from antitrust liability for the anticompetitive restraint. 79

One of the most efficient methods for a party to improperly acquire and exercise or maintain market power to the detriment of consumers is through the abuse of governmental process. 80 The cost to the petitioners typically minimal in this type of scenario but the resulting anticompetitive effect is often substantial. 81 Under the Noerr-Pennington doctrine, courts are required to interpret the Sherman Act in a way that trusts the lobbying process, even when it results in government action that stifles or eliminates competition. 82

The Noerr-Pennington doctrine has several notable exceptions that may deprive a petitioner of its protection. The most notable of these is the “sham” exception. 83 The Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the applicability of the commercial activity exception and a circuit split exists on its support. 84 The third notable exception is the conspiracy exception that the Supreme Court has implied in dictum and has since rejected. 85 Additional exceptions have been presented to the Court but have been met with little success. 86

A. EVOLUTION OF THE NOERR-PENNINGTON DOCTRINE

The Supreme Court has relied on the fundamental first amendment right to petition the government for redress of grievances. 87 The right to petition government is “among the most
precious of the liberties safeguarded by the Bill of Rights.”88 In 1961 the Court initially set forth the doctrine recognizing that liability under the Sherman Act as improper when based on petitioning to secure government imposed restraints on competition.89 In Noerr, a group of railroads and their public relations firms were sued by trucking companies for conspiracy to monopolize the long distance freight business.90 The railroads were allegedly conspiring to conduct a public relations campaign that was aimed at the adoption of laws that would be destructive of the trucking business.91 The Court held that the claim failed to state a cause of action because the Sherman Act does not prohibit efforts to influence the passage of laws.92

The Supreme Court emphasized that the motive behind the petitioning was irrelevant: “[t]he right of the people to inform their representatives in government of their desires with respect to the passage or enforcement of laws cannot properly be made to depend upon their intent in doing so.”93 The Court continued by stating that a reading of the Sherman Act which makes the liability turn on the intent of the petitioner would “deprive people of their right to petition in the very instances in which that right may be of the most importance to them.”94

In 1965, the Court later expanded the scope of the doctrine in the 1965 United Mineworkers of America v. Pennington.95 In Pennington, the doctrine was expanded to cover petitioning the executive branch for the enforcement of laws.96 This case prohibited an antitrust challenge to a petition by a mineworkers’ union to the Secretary of Labor, seeking a higher minimum wage for companies that wanted to sell coal to a federal agency.97 The Court again stated, “joint efforts to influence public officials do not violate the antitrust laws even though intended to eliminate competition.”98

Finally, in 1972, the Court expanded the doctrine even further to include coverage when petitioning for relief before a court or administrative agency in California Motor Transport Co.
v. Trucking Unlimited. In this case a group of interstate carriers were sued by a group of in-state highway carriers for antitrust violations. The interstate carriers allegedly conspired to institute federal and state court proceedings to prevent the in-state carriers from obtain rights to operate interstate. The Court held that the right to petition protects access to the courts, extending the Noerr-Pennington doctrine to generally apply to judicial and administrative proceedings.

B. The “Sham” Exception to the Noerr-Pennington Doctrine

Lobbying efforts do not qualify for immunity under the doctrine if the purpose is actually to interfere directly with a competitor’s business with the lobbying constituting a mere “sham”. The Supreme Court initially acknowledged this “sham” limitation in the doctrine’s earliest case. In Noerr, the Court noted that some petitioning situations that, although are “ostensibly directed toward influencing governmental action, are mere “shams” to cover what is actually nothing more than attempts to interfere directly with the business relationships of a competitor.” The Court explained that the full application of antitrust laws would be appropriate in these situations.

The Supreme Court applied the “sham” exception to the Noerr-Pennington doctrine in California Motor Transport. The Court found that the specific conduct in question “effectively barr[ed] respondents from access to the agencies and courts.” While the “sham” exception was not specifically dictated here, the Court did list some examples that would likely qualify including (i) unethical conduct in the adjudicatory process like witness perjury, (ii) use of a patent obtained fraudulently, (iii) conspiracy to eliminate a competitor with a licensing authority, and (iv) bribery of a public purchasing agent but the list is not exhaustive. In addition the Court rejected the definition of “sham” applies to actions that “genuinely seeks to
achieve [a] governmental result, but does so through improper means” because it would basically render “‘sham’ no more than a label courts could apply to activity they deem unworthy of antitrust immunity.”

The Supreme Court rejected two applications of the “sham” exception in City of Columbia v. Omni Outdoor Advertising, Inc. The Court first held that the exception to the doctrine only applies to the petitioning process itself and does not apply to the resulting anticompetitive effect. Specifically, “the ‘sham’ exception to Noerr encompasses situations in which persons use the governmental process – as opposed to the outcome of that process – as an anticompetitive weapon” Therefore, the Court said, the “sham” exception applies only when the participation in the governmental process itself is used to impose cost and delay.

The second application of the “sham” exception rejected by the Court in Omni was the conspiracy exception. The Court ruled that the conspiracy exemption must be rejected because “it is impracticable or beyond the purpose of the antitrust laws … to identify and invalidate lobbying that has produced selfishly motivated agreement with public officials.” The Court allowed the possibility of the commercial activity exception open while rejecting the other exemption scenarios in the decision.

C. THE COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY EXCEPTION TO THE NOERR-PENNINGTON DOCTRINE

The Supreme Court has suggested in the past that the Noerr-Pennington doctrine will not apply to situations where the government is acting in a commercial capacity. The Court initially raised this exception in California Motor Transport in explaining that “bribery of a public purchasing agent” may be exempt from Noerr-Pennington protection. It found the defendant’s actions to be “commercial activity with a political impact.” The Court suggested, however did not rule, that this type of action should not receive the beneficial treatment of the Noerr-
Pennington doctrine because the restraint was ultimately due to the private action and not government rules. The Court also said that the exception may apply to situations “where the State acts not in a regulatory capacity but as a commercial participant in a given market.”

In *Allied Tube*, the Court again indicated that an exception for commercial transactions involving the government may exist. The Court also suggested that it may recognize a commercial exception in *Omni Outdoor Advertising*. It stated that the Noerr-Pennington doctrine may not provide immunity “where the State acts not in a regulatory capacity but as a commercial participant in a given market.” Through these subsequent cases to *California Motor Transport*, the Court as still left open the possibility that Noerr-Pennington does not apply when the government is acting in a commercial capacity. Alternatively, this exception has also been rejected in *Superior Court Trial Lawyers* where the doctrine did not immunize the association who boycotted the Washington, D.C. government to force them to pay higher prices for legal services.

The commercial activity exception still does not hold any precedential value from the Supreme Court and lower courts have been divided on the issue. While the First and District of Columbia Circuits have recognized the exception, the Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Circuits have rejected it. The Second and Eleventh Circuits have both deferred ruling on the exception.

Courts typically apply *Allied Tube*’s “source, context and nature of the anticompetative restraint” test to distinguish situations involving political, as opposed to economic, petitioning to determine Noerr-Pennington applicability. If the resulting anticompetative restraint flows from governmental conduct the court applies the Noerr-Pennington doctrine. If it flows from private conduct the doctrine will not be applied.

**IV. NOERR-PENNINGTON’S AVAILABILITY TO THE NFL IN WILLIAMS V. CITY OF ARLINGTON**
The NFL has moved to dismiss Eric Williams’ complaint for failing to state a claim, citing, among other things, its immunity to liability pursuant to the Noerr-Pennington doctrine. Defendants contend that they were merely exercising their constitutional right in petitioning the government for a favorable new law and that the First Amendment protects that right “no matter how harmful their incidental impact may be.” They continue to argue that their motivations to pass the law or its effect on Plaintiff are irrelevant to the immunity they should be afforded by the Noerr-Pennington doctrine. Defendants believe dismissal is warranted because “the Noerr-Pennington doctrine affirmatively negates NFL-Cowboys Defendants’ liability in this case as a matter of law, so it is properly considered in a 12(b) motion to dismiss and has in fact been considered at the pleadings stage by this Circuit before.” If the NFL is allowed to claim Noerr-Pennington doctrine protection, it would be immunized from the “injuries caused by [the] government action which result[ed] from [its] petitioning.”

Williams contends that the Defendants’ reliance on the Noerr-Pennington doctrine is misplaced. He argues that the pervasive entwinement of the NFL and the City exceed “mere attempts to influence the passage or enforcement of laws” the Noerr-Pennington doctrine protects. Williams believes that his complaint goes past merely lobbying government and the two “in effect merged so as to create a substantive identity of interests” making “the whole concept of lobbying a little ridiculous; one cannot, after all, lobby oneself.”

On October 11, 2011 Judge Means denied the NFL’s Motion to Dismiss. In this ruling, the court agreed with Williams in his assertion that the Noerr-Pennington doctrine is not immunity from suit. The doctrine is only a defense to liability and facts that negate an affirmative defense are not required in the complaint. The order did not mention whether the
doctrine would be invoked in this case, only that at this point, it would be inappropriate to dismiss Williams’ claims based on the affirmative defense.143

The NFL petitioned the City of Arlington, Texas for a favorable municipal ordinance. An extremely favorable ordinance that harmed Eric Williams and the countless at risk youth that he was planning to help with the funds raised at his event. The ordinance also harmed at least fourteen other individuals that were also cited for clean zone ordinance violations on February 6, 2011 alone.144 Are the clean zone ordinances truly the result of lobbying efforts protected by the First Amendment or are they the result of something outside the scope of that protection? How will the court rule on the doctrine’s application in Williams v. City of Arlington?

The Noerr-Pennington doctrine provides a broad protection of the First Amendment to petition the government for redress of grievances.145 The doctrine applies to petitioning directed towards all levels of federal, state, and local legislative, executive, judicial, and administrative bodies.146 The NFL petitioned the local governments to obtain legislative action and the action was clearly intended to restrain trade. Some people may not approve of the legislation that resulted from the lobbying but it is precisely the situation that the doctrine was designed to protect.147

The NFL petitioned the City of Arlington and several other cities to pass clean zone ordinances. The First Amendment generally protects the petitioning of the municipalities as the NFL did.148 If immunity from legitimate lobbying efforts were not offered, our form of representative government would not work.149 In the doctrine’s earliest embodiment, the Supreme Court stated:

A construction of the Sherman Act that could disqualify people from taking a public position on matters in which they are financially interested would thus deprive the government of a valuable source of information and, at the same time,
deprive people of their right to petition in the very instances in which that right may be of the most importance to them.\textsuperscript{150}

This statement applies to the NFL today as much as it did to Noerr Motor Freight in 1961. The NFL petitioned local governments in several host cities to enact a law that would protect its highly lucrative sponsorships that cost advertisers into the billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{151} This may not be the instance that is the most importance to them but it is likely very high on the list. The NFL undoubtedly has a vested interest in the passage of the clean zone ordinances.

By rejecting the application of the Noerr-Pennington doctrine in cases where lobbying is a “sham,” courts uphold the original intention of the doctrine. But that is not what we have here. When the Supreme Court sculpted the “sham” exception it was careful to point out, “the ‘sham’ exception to Noerr encompasses situations in which persons use the governmental process – as opposed to the outcome of that process – as an anticompetitive weapon\textsuperscript{152} Therefore, the Court said, the “sham” exception applies only when the participation in the governmental process itself is used to impose cost and delay.

The sham exception can also apply to situations where defendant’s actions are “accompanied or characterized by illegal and reprehensible practices such as perjury, fraud, conspiracy with or bribery of government decision makers, or misrepresentation... that the Noerr-Pennington cloak of immunity provides no protection.”\textsuperscript{153} The question then becomes, does the one million dollar penalty that the host city must pay if the clean zone ordinance is not passed constitute “conspiracy with or bribery of government decision makers.” Under the Texas Penal Code section dealing with bribery of public officials,\textsuperscript{154} it does not appear that the NFL committed bribery of any city officials. The Texas bribery statute requires that it is the actual official involved in the beneficial transaction.\textsuperscript{155} Here, the NFL did not have direct contact with
the government officials. It created the contractual relationship with the host city bid committee and will be out of reach of the Texas statute.

In *Williams*, the governmental process itself did not cause any harm to Eric Williams. The only harms claimed are those that resulted from the clean zone ordinance itself. The clean zone ordinance is the outcome of the governmental process and therefore the Noerr-Pennington doctrines use will not be hindered by its “sham” exception.

The Supreme Court ruled on a similar matter in *Omni Outdoor Advertising* in regards to the applicability of the Noerr-Pennington doctrine and whether the anticompetitive effect resulted from private as opposed to governmental conduct. In *Omni*, the defendant sought to disrupt a competitor’s business relationships by petitioning the city to create new zoning ordinances. The Court emphasized that:

> Any lobbyist or applicant, in addition to getting himself heard, seeks by procedural and other means to get his opponent ignored. Policing the legitimate boundaries of such defensive strategies, when they are conducted in the context of a genuine attempt to influence governmental action, is not the role of the Sherman Act.

Following this thinking, the court in *Williams* will likely employ *Allied Tube*’s “source” test to decide if Noerr-Pennington immunity applies because the direct cause of William’s injury is “the government action that the private defendant has helped to secure.”

The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit succinctly explained how the *Allied Tube* test determines the source of injury:

> [I]t is important to identify the source of the injury to competition. If the injury is caused by persuading the government, then the antitrust laws do not apply to... the persuasion (Noerr-Pennington). If the injury flows directly from the “petitioning”—if the injury occurs no matter how the government responds to the request for aid—then we have an antitrust case. When private parties help themselves to a reduction in competition, the antitrust laws apply.
Applying this test to *Williams*, it will be burdensome for the Plaintiff to prove that their injury resulted from the NFL’s petitioning and not the resulting duly passed government zoning ordinance. Williams will likely be unable to prove that the anticompetitive effects of the zoning ordinance resulted from the NFL’s action and not the government’s action.

Even though the Supreme Court has not explicitly endorsed the commercial activity exception, it has not rejected it either. A court may allow the exception to Noerr-Pennington doctrine to apply in this unique case. The municipalities stood to lose hundreds of millions of dollars in economic benefit if they did not host the Super Bowl. This economic activity directly translates into tax revenue dollars. The income potential seems to indicate that the local government is acting as commercial market participant and passed the ordinance as “compensation” in exchange for being a Super Bowl host city. Conversely, if the municipality did not end up enacting the NFL’s requested ordinance, it would not lose the ability to host the Super Bowl and make receive substantial tax revenues. All that would be lost is a small fine that pales in comparison to what they will earn.

Unfortunately for Williams the commercial activity exception does not have any precedential value from the Supreme Court. The case is currently before the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, which falls into the jurisdiction of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.\(^\text{160}\) In *Independent Taxicab Drivers’ Employees v. Greater Houston Transp. Co.*, the Fifth Circuit rejected the commercial activity exception, allowing Noerr-Pennington immunity.\(^\text{161}\) Unless Judge Means wants to reject Fifth Circuit precedent and affirm a commercial activity exception, the Noerr-Pennington doctrine will be a valid affirmative defense available to the NFL, immunizing them from all of Williams’ claims.
The NFL has been in this position in the past and has successfully applied the Noerr-Pennington doctrine as immunity to liability.\textsuperscript{162} As in previous situations, the NFL was simply petitioning for a favorable ordinance and “efforts to persuade government officials simply by appealing to their political interests have Noerr-Pennington protection.”\textsuperscript{163} Noerr-Pennington immunity will extend to the NFL again because William’s claim is based on a direct injury that is itself “an incidental effect” of the NFL’s permissible campaign to influence the government.\textsuperscript{164}

\textbf{V. CONCLUSION}

Is Eric Williams truly a victim of the Arlington clean zone ordinance? His event was stopped by the local code enforcement and police officers, but was Williams left with no other option? No. Williams had several options available to him. He could have hosted the fundraiser inside the Best Buy, or simply applied for the necessary permit under the clean zone ordinance. What really stopped the event was Williams’ own lack of knowledge regarding the ordinance that whether or not constitutional, was valid at the time.\textsuperscript{165}

Even if the NFL’s petitioning for the clean zone ordinance is unable to obtain Noerr-Pennington protection that does not mean that they violated the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{166} An underlying antitrust violation by them must still be established. Williams will be prove a substantive antitrust violation because proof of a valid Noerr-Pennington exception will merely deprive the NFL of the immunity and will not relieve him of the obligation to establish all other elements of the antitrust claim.

If liability exists, it rests with the legislatures that passed the ordinances by their own free will and volition. Some may say the one million dollar fine that the cities are required to pay to the NFL is nothing short of extortion.\textsuperscript{167} Extortion is simply not the case here. If a majority of the legislatures truly believed the ordinance should not be passed “for” the NFL, they should
have voted it down. Their municipality would still be the host city, would still gain world-wide recognition, and, most importantly, would still earn the millions of dollars in additional tax revenue from the Super Bowl’s presence. Ticketholders, event staff, and fans that simply want to be in the town for the game, empty their pockets and fill hotel rooms, restaurants, and shops. The economic impact on the host cities is tremendous. Super Bowl weekend itself along with the future events that are drawn by the resulting publicity and improved infrastructure can bring in hundreds of millions of dollars.\(^{168}\) The punitive fine the host city would be required to pay is paltry compared to the economic benefit expected.

The Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, Competition, and the Internet of the House Judiciary Committee has even discussed Williams.\(^{169}\) While several members of the Committee sympathized with Williams, they believe his redress should be to petition local government to change the law and not litigation.

On June 10, 2011, Eric Williams filled a voluntary petition for bankruptcy reorganization protection under Chapter 13 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.\(^{170}\) The case was later converted to a Chapter 7 liquidation case.\(^{171}\)
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